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Abstract� This paper presents moment analyses and characterizations of limit distribu�
tions for the construction cost of hash table under the linear probing strategy Two models
are considered� that of full tables and that of sparse tables with a �lling ratio strictly smaller
than � For full tables� the construction cost has expectation O�n����� the standard devia�
tion is of the same order� and a limit law of the Airy type holds �The Airy distribution is a
semi�classical distribution that is de�ned in terms of the usual Airy functions or equivalently
in terms of Bessel functions of indices � �
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� � For sparse tables� the construction cost has

expectation O�n�� standard deviation O�
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n�� and a limit law of the Gaussian type Combi�

natorial relations with other problems leading to Airy phenomena �like graph connectivity�
tree inversions� tree path length� or area under excursions� are also brie�y discussed
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Sur l�analyse du hachage avec essais lin�eaires

R�esum�e � Cet article pr
esente analyses de moments et caract
erisations de lois limites
pour le co�ut de construction de tables de hachage selon la strat
egie dite d�adressage ouvert
et essais lin
eaires Deux mod�eles sont consid
er
es� celui des tables pleines et celui des tables
�
eparses� dont le taux de remplisaage est strictement inf
erieur �a � En ce qui concerne les
tables pleines� le co�ut de construction pr
esente une esp
erance en O�n����� l�
ecart type est du
m�eme ordre de grandeur et une loi limite de type Airy pr
evaut �La distribution d�Airy est
une distribution semi�classique qui se caract
erise en termes de fonctions d�Airy� c�est��a�dire
en terme de fonctions de Bessel d�indices � �

� �
�
� � Quant aux tables 
eparses� leur co�ut de

construction est O�n� en moyenne� avec un 
ecart type en O�
p
n�� et il existe une loi limite

de type Gaussien Les relations avec d�autres probl�emes combinatoires conduisant �a des lois
d�Airy �connectivit
e dans les graphes� longueur de cheminement dans les arbres� aire sous
les excursions� sont aussi bri�evement examin
ees dans cet article
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his �rst analysis of an algorithm in ����������

Abstract� This paper presents moment analyses and characterizations of limit distributions

for the construction cost of hash table under the linear probing strategy� Two models are
considered� that of full tables and that of sparse tables with a �lling ratio strictly smaller
than �� For full tables� the construction cost has expectation O�n����� the standard devia�
tion is of the same order� and a limit law of the Airy type holds� �The Airy distribution is a
semi�classical distribution that is de�ned in terms of the usual Airy functions or equivalently
in terms of Bessel functions of indices � �

�
� �
�
�� For sparse tables� the construction cost has

expectation O�n�� standard deviation O�
p
n�� and a limit law of the Gaussian type� Combi�

natorial relations with other problems leading to Airy phenomena �like graph connectivity�
tree inversions� tree path length� or area under excursions� are also brie�y discussed�

Introduction

Linear probing hashing � de�ned below� is certainly the simplest �in place� hashing algo�
rithm ���� ��� ���

A table of length m� T �� � �m� is set up� as well as a hash function h that maps keys

from some domain to the interval �� � �m� of table addresses� A collection of n elements

with n � m are entered sequentially into the table according to the following rule� Each

element x is placed at the �rst unoccupied location starting from h�x� in cyclic order�

namely the �rst of h�x�� h�x� � �� � � � � h���� h���� � � � � h�x�� ��

For each element x that gets placed at some location y� the circular distance between y and
h�x� �that is� y � h�x� if h�x� � y� and m � h�x� � y otherwise� is called its displacement 
Displacement is both a measure of the cost of inserting x and of the cost of searching x in
the table Total displacement corresponding to a sequence of hashed values is the sum of the
invidual displacements of elements As it determines the construction cost of the table� we use
both terms interchangeably

We analyse here the total displacement dm�n of a table of length m �the number of table
locations� and size n �the number of keys�� under the assumption that all mn hash sequences
are equally likely The problem has an equivalent formulation in terms of the classical parking
problem� where the total displacement of cars from their intended base has exactly the same
distribution as the construction cost of linear probing hashed tables as seen by a �cycle lemma�
originally due to Knuth and presented in ���� The basic version of linear probing hashing� as
described above� is based on a �rst�come��rst�serve �FCFS� policy� alternative priority rules
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exist �like last�come��rst�serve or �Robin Hood��� but total displacement remains unchanged
Thus� our analysis also applies directly to such variants of the basic algorithm

Linear probing hashing has been the object of intense study� see the table on results and
the bibliography in ���� pp ������ The simplicity of the algorithms goes well with e�ciency�
at least when tables are not too much �lled However� despite the simplicity of the algorithm�
some of the probabilistic phenomena involved are not quite easy to capture In addition� there
is also special value for these problems since the �rst analysis of algorithms ever performed by
Knuth ���� in ��������� was that of linear probing hashing As Knuth indicates in many of his
writings� the problem has had a strong in�uence on his scienti�c carreer�

Sparse tables� by which we mean tables with a �lling ratio � � n�m strictly less than �� tend
to behave reasonably well This has been known� in the average case at least� since Knuth�s
�rst analysis We establish here that the construction cost of a sparse table has an average that
is O�n�� a standard deviation that is O�

p
n�� and we provide very precise estimates for these

quantities The expectation estimate agrees naturally with the known fact that a random search
or insertion in a sparse table has expected cost O��� In addition� we precisely characterize the
distribution of construction costs and prove that it is Gaussian in the asymptotic limit Thus�
for sparse tables� observed values of costs are highly likely to be extremely close to what the
average case analysis predicts

In contrast� full �m � n� or almost full �m � n � �� tables are much less well�behaved
The construction cost is O�n���� on average� a fact also consistent with Knuth�s early analyses
demonstrating that late insertions in a table that �lls up tend to have a superlinear cost We
provide here precise estimates for the standard deviation which turns out to be of the same
order as the mean� namely O�n����� an indication of the fairly high dispersion of costs In
fact� the construction cost admits a limit distribution that is of the �Airy type�� involving Airy
functions� or equivalently Bessel functions of orders that are multiple of �

� 
The analysis starts with almost full tables �Section �� that are the basic combinatorial objects

The combinatorial principle on which this paper rests is a binary tree�like decomposition of full
tables From this� a di erence�di erential equation is derived that is the key to the analysis
�Lemma �� Moments� in either exact or asymptotic form� are obtained by a �pumping� process
akin to the analysis of other cumulative parameters of combinatorial structures For instance�
similar methods have been used in the investigation of limit distributions for path length in trees
�Takacs ���� ����� the comparison cost of quicksort �Hennequin ������ the area under random
walks �Louchard ���� ����� as well as in moment analysis of other combinatorial structures ����

Sparse tables �Section �� are then treated as labelled products of �almost� full tables� so that
the corresponding generating functions involve large powers For moments� especially for the
mean and variance� the analysis results rather directly from that of full tables However� for
the limiting distribution� a somewhat delicate perturbative analysis of saddle point integrals is
needed in order to derive a Gaussian law by means of characteristic function estimates

Globally� these results reinforce our con�dence that linear probing represents an excellent
tradeo between algorithmic simplicity and e�ciency� as long as the �lling ratio is not too large�
say less than ��� or ��� These conclusions also apply to linear probing sort ���� pp ��������
whose analysis is almost isomorphic to that of linear probing hashing

From the methodological standpoint� linear probing connects to a wealth of interesting com�
binatorial and analytic problems A primary r�ole is played by the tree function �rst studied by
Eisenstein and by the Ramanujan�Knuth Q�function whose major properties we brie�y recall
in Section � Regarding limit laws� the Airy distribution that surfaces in the case of full tables
is also present in random trees �inversions and path length�� in random graphs �the complexity

�See the footnote in �	�� p� �	���
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or excess parameter�� and in random walks �area�� we discuss brie�y in Section � some of the
�reasons� for this fact The Gaussian law of sparse tables is an instance of a general combina�
torial scheme of some generality� our methods actually demonstrate that it should be expected
in most cases where one deals with an additive parameter on a random assembly of a large
number of random components

� The tree function and the Q�functions

The main character in this paper is the tree function that is de�ned implicitly by T �z� �
zeT �z� and appears originally in problems related with the counting of rooted labeled trees
��� ��� ��� ��� ��� The Lagrange inversion theorem provides a number of related series expansion
like

T �z� �
X
n��

nn��

n!
zn� T �z�m � m

X
n�m

nn�m��

n!
nmzn����

where ak � a�a � �� � � � �a � k � �� Most generating functions in this paper involve rational
fractions in T �z� with denominators that are powers of �� � T ��� Lagrange inversion also
provides

�

�� T �z�
� � �

�X
n��

nn
zn

n!
����

The asymptotic form of coe�cients of any rational function of T is also directly recovered by
singularity analysis ��� ��� Application of the method requires the singular expansion of T �z��
itself obtained from the implicit function theorem

Lemma �� The function T �z� has a dominant singularity at z � ��e� and its singular expan�

sion there is

T �z� � �� ��z� �
�

�
��z�� � ��

��
��z�� �

��

���
��z�� �O

�
��z�	

�
����

where ��z� �
p
�
p
�� ez�

The Q�functions� In close association with the tree function is what Knuth has popularized
under the name of the �Ramanujan Q�function� This function ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� and its close
relatives play a central r�ole in the analysis of many algorithms and data structures 	hashing
with linear probing ���� ���� union��nd algorithms ����� interleaved memory ����� optimal caching
����� and random mappings ��� �� ���� most notably The Q�function is de�ned by

Q�n� � � �
n� �

n
�
�n� ���n� ��

n�
� � � � �

or� in a way that is equivalent thanks to ����

log
�

�� T �z�
�
X
n�


Q�n�nn��
zn

n!
����

Singularity analysis of the generating function yields immediately

Q�n� �
r
�n

�
� �

�
�

�

��

r
�

�n
� �

���n
� � � � ����

An asymptotic series for Q�n� was �rst derived by Ramanujan ���� and tight estimates are
obtained in ���
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For the purpose of expressing the average�case analysis of sparse tables� Knuth has extended
the Ramanujan Q�function as

Q
�m�n� �
X
i�


ni

mi
����

so that Q�n� � Q
�n� n� �� From the de�nition� one has

�X
n�


Q
�m�n�mn t
n

n!
�

emt

�� t
����

Basic asymptotic approximations entail

Q
�m��m� �� �
�

�� �
� �

��� ���
m�� �

� � �

��� ��	
m�� � �� � ��� �

��� ���
m��

�
�� � ���� � ���� ��

��� ���
m�� �O�m�	�����

See ���� for a general framework

� Full tables

Throughout this paper� we consider tables that have m locations �m is called the �length�
of the table� and we let n denote the number of keys �the �size�� Clearly� the number of tables
�the number of hash sequences� with length m and size n is mn� and such a table has m � n
empty locations By circular symmetry ����� for tables such that m � n� we may freely assume
that one of the empty locations is the rightmost one� This assumption of a last empty location

is made from now onwards When n � m � �� we say that such a table table is almost full
Since there are m� n empty locations� then the probability of the rightmost cell being empty
is �m�n��m� and therefore there are mn���m�n� ways of creating such tables In particular�
the number of almost full tables is mm�� � �n� ��n��

Inserting the last element into an almost full table yields a completely full table Since this
last element may hash to any of the m locations of the table� there are mm�� � nn�� ways of
creating a full table in this way Thus� by our convention almost full and completely full tables
don�t �wrap around� Clearly� the distributions of total displacements dn�n�� and dn�n are not
a ected by such a restriction

Notations� The analysis is carried out by means of bivariate generating functions and
moments are then recovered via a family of operators de�ned as follows For any function
G�z� q�� �������

������

UG�z� q� � G�z� �� �qG�z� q� �
�G�z� q�

�q

ZG�z� q� � zG�z� q� �zG�z� q� �
�G�z� q�

�z

HG�z� q� �
G�z� q�� qG�qz� q�

�� q
�

���

These operators act in the usual way on formal power series G�z� q� �
P

n gn�q�
zn

n � with each
gn�q� a polynomial� in particular�

HG�z� q� �
X
n

gn�q��� � q � q� � � � �� qn�
zn

n!
�
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f

�

Figure �� The binary tree decomposition of almost full tables

Mike Paterson has designed an ingenious operator framework for the �local� analysis of dis�
placements� see the account of the �cookie monster� in ���� The problem of total displacement
being fully history�dependent is however not clearly amenable to Paterson�s techniques

�� Combinatorial analysis� We de�ne Fn�k as the number of ways of creating an almost
full table with n elements and total displacement k The corresponding bivariate generating
function is then

F �z� q� �
X

n� k�

Fn�k qk

zn

n!
�

and it starts like

F �z� q� � � �
z

�!
� �� � q�

z�

�!
� �� � �q � �q� � q��

z�

�!
� � � � �

Consider an almost full table of size n �and length n � �� Right before the last element
is inserted� the table has two empty cells� one at some position k � �� the other at position
n � � �see Figure �� Then� the element that is last to be inserted has an address that is any
number of the interval �� � � k���� which corresponds to a displacement that assumes any value
in �� � � k� The counting of possibilities gives rise to a recurrence on the Fn�q� � n!�zn�F �z� q��

Fn�q� �
n��X
k�


�
n� �

k

�
Fk�q��� � q � � � �� qk�Fn���k�q������

This fundamental recurrence re�ects a recursive binary decomposition of full tables We rec�
ognize here a product of exponential generating functions modi�ed by the occurrence of the
H�operator de�ned in ���

Lemma � �Basic functional equation��

�

�z
F �z� q� � F �z� q� � F �z� q�� qF �qz� q�

�� q
�����

In operator notation� this reads simply as �zF � F � HF 
Let similarly Cn�k be the number of completely full tables of size n� with C�z� q� �P
n�k Cn�kq

kzn�n! the corresponding bivariate generating function Since a completely full
table of size n� � is created by inserting the last element in an almost full table of size n� we
have from the de�nition of the H�operator �

�zC�z� q� � HF �z� q��

Note that the basic functional equation together with this last relation implies the additional
relations

F �z� q� � eC�z�q� or C�z� q� � logF �z� q������
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Not surprisingly� the analyses of total displacement in full and in almost full tables are closely
related

�� Moments� For total displacement in almost full tables� what we call the generating func�
tion of rth factorial moments is by de�nition�

fr�z� �� U �rqF �z� q� �
�r

�qr
F �z� q�

����
q��

�����

This name is justi�ed by the fact that the rth factorial moment of total displacement is given
by

E�d �d� �� � � � �d� r � ��� �
�zn�fr�z�

�zn�f
�z�
where d � dn�n���

The basic functional equation ���� implicitly contains all the information about moments
We now develop properties of the family of operators introduced in ��� designed to extract such
moments explicitly

First� let us rederive the enumeration of full tables What is needed is f
�z� �� UF �z� q��
where F is determined by ���� Now� from the action of H on power series� one has

UH � �zZU or equivalently UHF �z� q� �
�

�z
�zG�z� ����

Thus� f
�z� satis�es the nonlinear di erential equation obtained by applying U to �����

Y ��z� � Y �z��zY �z����

This equation is equivalent to �log Y �z��� � �zY �z���� and so Y �z� � ezY �z� In other words�

f
�z� � F �z� �� �
�

z
T �z� � eT �z��

where T �z� is the classical tree function Therefore� by ���� the number of almost full tables
is �n � ��n�� Similarly� by ����� UC�z� q� � log�f
�z�� � T �z� so that the number of com�
pletely full tables is nn�� These values in accordance with what we know already from direct
combinatorial reasoning

A similar device produces moments upon applying U �rq to the fundamental equation ����
What is needed is a �commutation rule� for U �rq and H This is readily found for r � � since

U �q H�z
nqk� � U �q��� � q � � � �� qn�znqk� � ��� � � � � � �� n� � �n� ��k�zn�

Thus� symbolically

U �q H �
�

�
Z��zZ �U �zZ�q�����

and by similar devices�

U ��q H � �zZU ��q � Z��zZU �q �
�

�
Z���zZU �����

As a consequence� f��z� and f��z� satisfy the following linear ordinary di erential equations�

LY �
�

�
zf
�zf
�

������

LY � zf��zf
�
�� � �f��zf��

� �
�

�
z�f
�zf
�

��� � zf
�zf��
�������
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where L is the di erential operator

LY � Y � � ��� zf
�� Y � ��zf
�� � f
�

� Y � � ��� T �� Y � T ��� T �

z��� T �
�����

The corresponding homogeneous ordinary di erential equation�

LY � �

admits the solution�

Y �z� �
eT �z�

�� T �z�
�����

The variation�of�constant method then applies to the inhomogeneous di erential equations
���� and ���� that are of the both form

LY �z� � R�z��

and yields the solution

Y �z� �
eT �z�

�� T �z�

Z z




R�u�e�T �u� du�����

The quantities appearing in these di erential equations can be expressed as functions of T �z�
alone since z � Te�T and dz � ���T �e�TdT  Thus the integrations needed in the variation�of�
constant method all eventually reduce to integration of elementary functions for which decision
procedures exist We then obtain mechanically the generating functions of the �rst two moments
for an almost full table �This is for instance well within the capabilities of the computer algebra
system Maple�

Lemma � �Almost full tables� generating functions for the moments��

zf��z� �
�

�

T ��z�

��� T �z���
�

zf��z� �
�

��

T �z������ ��T �z� � �T �z���

��� T �z��	

For a completely full table� the corresponding generating functions result from Lemma � and
equation �����

U �qC�z� q� �
f�
f


�
�

�

T �

��� T ��
�����

U ��qC�z� q� �
f�f
 � f��

f�

�

�

��

T ����� ��T � �T ��

��� T �	
�����

Explicit expressions for the coe�cients of functions appearing in ���� and ���� are then
obtained from the expansions ��� and ��� Since T �z� satis�es the di erential relation

�Z�z�T �z� �
T �z�

�� T �z�
�

the class of functions 	
�Z�z�

r �

�� T


�
r�


�

	
�Z�z�

r log
�

�� T


�
r��

�
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spans a linear space that contains all the rational functions of the form A�T ����� T �r� with A
a polynomial of degree � r As a consequence� for any such rational function of T � there exists
an expansion

�zn�
A�T �z��

��� T �z��r
�

nn��

n!
�U�n� � V �n�Q�n�� �����

for some polynomials U and V that can be mechanically determined

Theorem � �Full tables� exact form of moments��

E�dn�n� �
n

�
�Q�n�� ��

E�d�n�n� �
n

��
��n� � �n� �� �n Q�n���

Thanks to ���� singularity analysis applies directly to the solutions ���� and ���� �Alterna�
tively� the explicit forms of Theorem � can be used in conjunction with ����

Theorem � �Full tables� asymptotic form of moments��

E�dn�n� �

p
��

�
n��� � �

�
n�

p
��

��
n��� � �

���
�O�n����

Var�dn�n� �
��� ��

��
n� �

��� ��

���
n� �

p
��

���
n��� � � � ��

���
n�O�n�����

�� Limit law� Our goal in this subsection is to establish the existence of a limit distribution
for the construction cost of almost full tables As this limit distribution turns out not to be
part of the set of classical continuous distributions� we �rst precisely specify it

De�nition �� The Airy distribution is the probability distribution of a random variable X with

support on ������ that is uniquely determined by its moments�

E�Xr� � � "�� �
� �

"� �r��� �
#r�

where the basic constants #r are de�ned by the formal series expansionX
r�


#r
wr

r!
� � $����w�

$�����w�
�

with

$��w� � �� ��	� � ��
� w
��

�
�
��	� � ����	� � ��

�!

� w
��

��
� ��	� � ����	� � ����	� � ���

�!

� w
��

��
� � � � �

Under various guises� the Airy distribution arises as a limit distribution in quite diverse
contexts Examples include the area under nonnegative random walks �Louchard ���� ���� or
path length in random trees �Takacs ���� ����� this limit law also relates to asymptotic estimates
of connectivity in random graphs �Wright ����� Janson et al� ����� At the end of this paper� we
comment brie�y on the combinatorics that underlies some of these connections Our derivation
here follows in spirit the approach of Louchard and Takacs ���� ��� ��� ��� who also justi�ed
that the Airy distribution as de�ned here is indeed uniquely characterized by its moments

We now examine in detail the process that yields the moments asymptotically and show how
the Airy distribution arises from a recurrent determination of moments

First� a process similar to the one employed for the �rst two moments yields a general
commutation rule for the H and �q operators
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Lemma ��

U �jq H �

jX
s�


�
j

s

�
�

s� �
Zs�s��z ZU �j�sq �����

Proof� The left hand side applied to znqk gives

U �jq H�z
nqk� � znU �jq


nX
i�


qiqk

�
�

Then� the Leibniz rule applied to the di erentiation of products qiqk yields

znU �jq


nX
i�


qiqk

�
� zn

nX
i�


jX
s�


�
j

s

�
is kj�s � zn

jX
s�


�
j

s

�
�

s� �
�n� ��s�� kj�s

�

jX
s�


�
j

s

�
�

s� �
Zs�s��z ZU �j�sq �znqk��

Then� a di erential equation for the rth factorial moment generating function fr is directly
obtained by a combination of the Leibniz�s rule and of the commutation relation ���� applied
to the fundamental equation �����

�zfr�z� �

rX
j�


jX
s�


�
r

j

��
j

s

�
�

s� �
fr�j�z� �

�
Zs�s��z Zfj�s�z�

�
�����

The di erential equation ���� that gives access to the rth moment is of the form

LY �z� � Rr�z��

where L is the linear di erential operator of ���� There� Rr�z� is exactly the right hand
side of ���� stripped of its terms than contain fr�z�� f

�
r�z�� namely the terms corresponding to

�j� s� � ��� �� and �j� s� � �r� �� By the variation�of�constant method� moments can then be
pumped ad libidinem� and we have from ����

fr�z� �
eT �z�

�� T �z�

Z z




Rr�u�e
�T �u� du�����

For instance� we obtain automatically

zf� �
T �

�

�

��� T ��
� zf� �

T �

��

��� �� T � �T �

��� T ��

zf� �
T �

�

� � ��� T � ��� T � � 	
T � � �� T � � �T �

��� T ��

zf� �
T �

���

����� � 	��	� T � 	���� T � � �
�	� T � � �	�	� T � � ��� T � � ���� T � � ��� T �

��� T ���

����

The success of the pumping method is obvious as regards asymptotic forms at least since
conditions of singularity analysis are preserved under multiplication by rational functions of
T and under integration �In fact� there always exist exact rational forms in T � as shown by
a more sophisticated argument� but this is immaterial here� An asymptotic pattern clearly
emerges�

zf� � �

�

�

��� T ��
� zf� � �

�

�

��� T �	
� zf� � ��

�

�

��� T ��
� zf� � ����

��

�

��� T ���
�
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where the approximations hold when z � e��� that is to say T � � The following lemma
precisely characterizes the dominant terms of fr�z�

Lemma 	� The factorial moment generating functions satisfy� for r � ��

zfr�z� � Cr

��� T �z���r��
� Cr

����� ez���r������
�z � e��������

where the constants Cr are determined by the nonlinear recurrence

��r � ��rCr�� �
rX

j�


�
r

j

�
CjCr�j � �r�
 � �� C
 � �������

Proof� The property holds for r � �� � by Lemma � For general r� the variation�of�constant
formula ���� entails �by induction� that the singular behaviour fr is of the form zfr � Cr���
T ���r�� as z � e�� In other words� the �z operator shifts a singular expansion by a factor of
��� T ��� while the �q operator shifts such an expansion by a factor of ��� T ���

Thus� the dominant contribution from ���� arises from the terms corresponding to s � � and
�j� s� � �r� �� As a consequence we have� as z � e���

�zfr��� zf
�� fr�z�zf
� �
r

�
��z �zfr��� �

r��X
j��

�
r

j

�
fr�j�z�zfj� �O��� � T ���r��������

Integration and multiplication of both sides by �z yields the asymptotic relation

�zfr��� zf
� � rz�z�zfr��� �
r��X
j��

�
r

j

�
�zfr�j� �zfj� �O���� T ���r��������

The coe�cients of the dominant terms involving ��� T ���r�� can then be identi�ed� and this
provides a recursive determination of the coe�cients Cr �

�Cr � ��r � ��rCr�� �
r��X
j��

�
r

j

�
CjCr�j r � ��

There� by a natural convention� we take C
 � �� since f
 � � � �� � T � and it is singular
components that count This recurrence is equivalent to the one stated in ����

The constants Cr determine the dominant asymptotic form of the moments of the law of total
displacement Clearly� factorial moments and power moments are asymptotically equivalent�
and� by singularity analysis� one has


�r�n � E��dn�n���r� �
�
p
�

"� �r��� �
Cr

�n
�

��r�� �
� �O�n�����

�
�����

In order to establish the Airy limit distribution property� it is then necessary to identify the
coe�cients in ���� We are going to show that in fact Cr � #r� with the #r the fundamental
constants of De�nition �

From ����� the quantities �r �� Cr�r! satisfy a nonlinear recurrence

��r � ���r�� �
rX

j�


�j�r�j � �r�
 � ������

so that the exponential generating function of the Cr� ��z� ��
P

r�
 Crz
r�r!� itself satis�es a

nonlinear �rst order ODE of the Riccati type

�z����z�� z��z� � ��z�� � � � ������
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r � � � 
 � � 	 � �

�r �� �
�

�
�

��
�

����
��

�����
�

��������
��

��������
�

����	�����
�����

�r �� �
�

�
�

��
�

��	�
���

����
��

������
�	��

��	��
��

����	�����
�����

��
r � �

�
� � 	� ���� ����� ������ 
������� �����
����

�
r� �
p
� �	

�
��
�

p
� ���

��
���
��

p
� ����		

�		�
�����
���

p
� ��	��		��	

�������

Table �� The Airy constants #r and their various normalizations� �r �
#r�r!� �

�
r � ��r��#r�r!� 


�r� � �#r"�������"���r� ����� �The 
�r� are the
moments of the Airy distribution�

In a way� this basic equation is a �reduced image� of the fundamental di erence�di erential
equation when only dominant singular parts are retained Now� it is known that Riccati equation
are reducible to linear second order ODE�s� set ��z� � �z�g��z��g�z�� so that

�z�g���z� � ��z�g��z�� g�z� � ������

From there� the connection with Bessel functions is easy to establish and a computer algebra like
Maple provides valuable hints Some care is however needed due to the multivalued character
of Bessel functions of nonintegral order� so that we provide some detail

The �modi�ed� Bessel functions are de�ned by����
���

I��z� �
�z
�

�� �X
k�


�z����k

k!"�	 � k � ��

K��z� �
�

� sin 	�
�I���z�� I��z�� �

����

and for nonintegral 	� they form of basis of solutions to the Bessel equation

z�
d�w

dz�
� z

dw

dz
� �z� � 	��w � ������

One can then simply match Equations ���� with ���� and verify that the general solution to ����
is

g�z� � z����
�
�K�����

�

�z
� � �I�����

�

�z
�

�
�

A simple computation then shows that the general solution of the original Riccati equation is

�h�i�z� � � I����
�
�z �� K����

�
�z �

I����� ��z � � K����� ��z �
����

For determinacy� we restrict ���� to the complex z�plane slit along ���� ��
We note at this stage that Bessel functions of order a multiple of ��� are related to the

classical Airy functions that are de�ned as solutions to the linear di erential equation w���zw �
� In particular� one has

Ai�z� �
�

�

Z �




cos

�
�

�
t� � zt

�
dt

�
�

�

�z
�

����
K���

�
�z���

�

�
�

This �and other connections� justify our choice of naming the distribution of De�nition � the
Airy distribution
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Obviously� the �h�i�z� as obtained in ���� are nonanalytic at � Then� Eq ���� is to be taken
in the sense that the divergent �formal� series �h�i�z� represents asymptotically the right hand
side as z � �� But� asymptotic expansions of Bessel functions are well�known� with 
 � �	��
we have as the variable z tends to ���

I��z� � ezp
��z

�
�� 
� �

�z
�
�
� ���
� ��

�!��z��
� �
� ���
� ���
� ���

�!��z��
� � � �

�
�����

while each K��z� � O�e�z� is exponentially small Thus� the asymptotic expansions of all the
�h�i�z� in the scale fz�mg coincide� and we may as well take ��z� � �h
i�z� In other words�
the Cr are generated as coe�cients in the asymptotic expansion�

� I����
�
�z �

I����� ��z �
�

�X
r�


Cr
zr

r!
�z � ��������

From ���� and ����� we thus obtain a purely algebraic and explicit speci�cation of ��z�
as a quotient of two divergent hypergeometric series �of the �F
 type� that matches exactly
the de�nition of the Airy distribution� with Cr � #r This characterizes the distribution of
construction cost in almost full hash tables

Theorem � �Limit law for full tables�� For almost full tables� the distribution of the random

variable
dn�n��
�n������

converges to the Airy distribution� in the sense that� pointwise for each x�

Prf dn�n��
�n������

� xg � PrfX � xg �n����

where X is Airy distributed in the sense of De�nition �� The same property holds for completely

full tables and the random variable
dn�n

�n������
�

�The property for full tables results from the fact that dn�n has the same distribution as
dn�n�� � Un� where Un is uniform over �� � � n� ���

Initial values of the Airy constants are given in Table � The normalized constants ��r �
��r��#r�r! turn out to be integers for r � � This interesting sequence starts like

�� �� 	�� ����� ������ ������� 
�������� �����
����� 	���	���� 

			���
����

����
���������� �
�
�������������� �������
	�
������ �����������������

	
�
��
�����
�������� ����������
�	��	�	������� ��
���	�	�	�	�������	�����

and we propose to call it the Wright�Louchard�Takacs sequence �see the remarks above and
our conclusion� It is however not to be found in Sloane and Plou e�s Encyclopedia of Integer

Sequences ���� The variance of the Airy distribution is

��

�
� � � ������� ����� ����� � � �

and the appearance of this magic value in a variance expression may be taken as a good
indication of the possible occurrence of the Airy distribution

� Sparse Tables

In this section� we analyse sparse tables� where the �lling ratio de�ned as � � n�m is
bounded away from � The behaviour of such tables turns out to be much more tame than that
of full tables discussed in the previous section
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�� Combinatorial analysis� As seen at the beginning of Section �� a simple circular sym�
metry argument enables us to restrict attention to tables whose last location is empty Such
a table then decomposes as a labelled product of m � n clusters �sometimes also �guratively
called �islands�� that are� up to relabelling� almost full tables Note that a cluster may well
have size �� in which case it comprises only one unoccupied cell For instance� the table

� � � � � � � � �

is� up to relabelling� a sequence of six almost full tables of respective sizes �����������
De�ne the generating function Hm�n�q� that counts the number of ways of creating a non�

full table of lenght m and size n �the rightmost location is empty� with q marking the total
displacement The construction cost �or total displacement� of partial tables is inherited addi�
tively from component clusters Therefore� the total displacement in partial tables of parameter
�m�n� has generating function

Hm�n�q� � n!�zn�F �z� q�m�n�

The number of tables of length m� size n� with the last location empty is then

Hm�n��� � n!�zn�f
�z�
m�n � n!�zm�T �z�m�n�

a quantity that� by virtue of ���� equals �m�n�mn��� in agreement with the circular symmetry
argument The probability generating function of the total displacement dm�n is then

Hm�n�q�

Hm�n���
�

n!

�m� n�mn�� �z
n�F �z� q�m�n�

�� Moments� The generating functions for sparse tables admit power forms that lend them�
selves nicely to di erentiation In this way� moment generating functions are obtained immedi�
ately from the corresponding computation for full tables

The analysis still relies on the functions fr � U �q
rF introduced in ���� We have

U �qF �z� q�
m�n � �m� n�fm�n��
 f�

U �q
�F �z� q�m�n � �m� n��m� n� ��fm�n��
 f�� � �m� n�fm�n��
 f��

The values of zf
� zf�� zf� are known from Section �� and are expressible in terms of T � T �z�
alone� this gives for instance�

n!

�m� n�mn�� �z
n� U �qF �z� q�

m�n �
n!

mn�� �z
m�
�

�

T �z�m�n��

��� T �z���
�

What is required at this point in order to obtain explicit forms is a method for coe�cient
extraction�

�zm�T �z�m�n
A�T �z��

��� T �z��r
�����

where A is a polynomial of degree� r For computational purposes� it is convenient to introduce
the change of variables in Cauchy coe�cient integrals that underlies Lagrange inversion

�zm��T �z�� �
�

�i�

Z
�T �z��

dz

zm��

�
�

�i�

Z
�T ���� T �e�T

dT

�Te�T �m��

� �tn�emt��� t��t������

�Small contours around � are understood in this derivation� and this shortcut is of course
logically equivalent to Lagrange�B%urmann inversion�
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Then� the application of ���� to ���� yields

�zm�Tm�n A�T �

��� T �r
� �tn�emt A�t�

��� t�r��
�

This is close to the form ��� of the generating function of Q
�m�n� Now� an argument similar
to the one used in ���� for full tables applies The linear space spanned by	�

t
d

dt

�r
emt

�� t


�
r�


� �emt
�

contains all the rational functions of the form emtA�t�����t�r�� Thus� there exist polynomials
U and V such that

�zm�Tm�n A�T �

��� T �r
�

mn

n!
�U�m�n� � V �m�n�Q
�m�n�� �

The computation is again purely mechanical It can be recast in terms of Q
�m�n� �� since
Q
�m�n� � � � m

nQ
�m�n� ��

Theorem � �Sparse tables� exact form of moments��

E�dm�n� �
n

�
�Q
�m�n� ��� ���

E�d�m�n� �
n

��

�
�m� n�� � �n� ���m� n�� � ��n� ���m� n� � �n� � �n� �

���m� n�� � ��m� n�� � ��n� ���m� n� � �n�Q
�m�n� ��
�
�

The approximation formula ��� then produces the asymptotic form of the �rst moments and
the variance of an ��sparse table

Theorem 	 �Sparse tables� asymptotic form of moments��

E�dm�n� �
�

���� ��
n� �

���� ���
�O�n����

Var�dm�n� �
��� ��� � ��� � ��

����� ���
n� ��� � ���� � ��

����� ���
�O�n����

�� Limit law� In this subsection� we estimate the distribution of total displacement in sparse
tables� when m�n tend to in�nity in such a way that the �lling ration � � n�m remains
constant We thus �x throughout � and assume � � � � � The mean 
n and the variance ��n
of the distribution are in this case both O�n� and their precise form has been given by the last
two theorems

The limit law is approached here by characteristic functions rather than by moments as was
done in the case of full tables Indeed� cancellations already present in the variance preclude
a moment approach On the other hand� the power form of the involved generating functions
suggests an appeal to the saddle point method applied to Cauchy coe�cient integrals� this in
order to estimate characteristic functions Some care is however needed since F �z� q� is sharply
nonanalytic at q � � The analysis proceeds by a �delicate� perturbation of the �easy� saddle
point estimates of the univariate problem of counting sparse tables� namely �zn�F �z� ��m�n

Theorem 
 �Limit law for sparse tables�� The limit law of total displacement dm�n in tables

with �lling ratio � � n
m that satis�es � � � is asymptotically Gaussian� as n���

Pr

	
dm�n � 
n

�n
� x



� �p

��

Z x

��
e�s

��� ds�
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where 
n � E�dm�n� is the mean of the distribution and �n de�ned by ��n � Var�dm�n� is the

standard deviation� as given by Theorems � and ��

Proof� By L
evy�s continuity theorem� it is su�cient to consider the characteristic function of
the standardized distribution �centred around it mean and scaled by its standard deviation��
that is�

��n�t� �
�

�zn�F �z� ��m�n

�
eit�n��n �zn�F �z� eit��n�m�n

�
�����

and prove that it converges pointwise for any �xed t to the characteristic function of a standard
normal variate�

��n�t�� e�t
��������

Since �n � O�
p
n�� we analyse instead the closely related quantity

hn�t� �� �zn�F �z� eit�
p
n�m�n so that

hn�t�

hn���
� e�it�n�

p
n��

�
�ntp
n

�
�����

The occurrence of large coe�cients of large powers is known in the univariate case to be
amenable to the saddle point method ���� and we start by brie�y reviewing the case t � � that
corresponds to the �unperturbed� integral�

�zn�F �z� �� �
�

�i�

Z
F �z� ��m�n

dz

zn��
�����

By a standard argument� such an integral ���� involving large powers is precisely of the type
amenable to saddle point analysis Here� we have F �z� �� � f
�z� � T �z��z� and the saddle
point equation is

d

dz
��m� n�f
�z�� n log z� � ��

which has a unique positive root between � and e�� at � � �e�� At that point� one has
additionally T ��� � � and f
��� � e�

The classical saddle point analysis is based on integration on the circle jzj � � together with
the fact that only a small sector of amplitude � around � dictates the asymptotic contribution
of the integral in ���� One should take n�� � � and n�� � �� for instance � � n�
�� is
suitable� a choice that we �x here Then� a local expansion reduces asymptotically and up to

normalization the integral to be evaluated to a complete integral of e�w
���

Now� the strategy for evaluating the integral in ���� consists in adopting the same integration
contour jzj � � as in the unperturbed case ���� The perturbation introduced in ���� by

q � eit�
p
n must then be quanti�ed precisely It turns out that concentration in a sector of

amplitude � � n�
�� still holds as the maximum of the integrand�s modulus on the contour
only gets displaced by a much smaller amount� namely O�n�
�	� Local expansions near the
real axis then provide the asymptotic form of hn�t�� from which the Gaussian law eventually
results

First� we establish globally that the geometry of F �z� q� on jzj � � does not di er much
from that of F �z� �� when q � ei	 and � lies in a suitably restricted interval around � The
derivatives

fr�z� �
�r

�qr
F �z� q�

����
q��

�
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exist as formal power series in z that are furthermore analytic in jzj � e�� Also� since the
total displacement parameter on an object of size n is always at most n�� we have�

q
�

�q

�r

F �z� q�

����
q��

	
�
z
�

�z

��r
F �z� ���

where 	 indicates here coe�cientwise dominance between power series with nonnegative co�
e�cients There results that F �z� ei	� is in fact an in�nitely di erentiable function of � for
all �xed z inside the disc jzj � e�� �Construct formal derivatives whose analytic existence
is guaranteed by the domination property and then recover F �z� ei	� by repeated integration�
In particular� Taylor�s formula with remainder� when aplied to F �z� ei	�� with z treated as a
parameter� yields

F �z� ei	� � f
�z� � i�f��z�� ��

�
�f��z� � f��z�� �

�

�!

Z 	




�� � u��
��

�u�
F �z� eiu� du�����

The last term is O���� and this estimate holds uniformly with respect to z� for z in any subdisc
of jzj � e��� since� by coe�cient dominance again� the third partial derivative is dominated
coe�cientwise by �z d

dz �
�f
�z� The uniform estimate ���� precisely quanti�es the way F �z� ei	�

approximates F �z� ��
Next� along the circle jzj � �� the quantity jF �z� ��j has a unique maximum on the real axis

at the saddle point z � � Also� jF ��ei
� ��j is an upward concave function of the argument
� in a �xed neighbourhood of � � � By the uniform approximation property ���� and the
continuity that it implies� upward ��concavity� that is expressed by a sign condition on second
derivatives� must persist for F ��ei
� ei	� provided � stays in a su�ciently small neighbourhood
of � Also� for values of � outside of the guaranteed concavity interval and again � suitably
small� the approximation relation ���� entails that jF ��ei
� ei	�j � F ��� �� � �� for some �xed
� � �

The preceding discussion thus provides a clear picture of jF �z� ei	�j on the circle jzj � �
When �� now a parameter� is such that j�j remains less than a small �xed nonzero threshold
�
� the quantity jF ��ei
� ei	�j is upward concave near � � � �that is for z near the real axis�
while its values at least remain boundedly smaller than the absolute maximum f
���� outside
the concavity interval

Take now � � t�
p
n� which is needed for estimating hn�t� The value of t is �xed and n is

assumed to be large enough so that the local concavity and majorization properties hold A
local expansion shows that the maximum of jF ��ei
� eit�

p
n�j occurs at � � �
�n�� where

�
�n� � �c� tp
n
�� �O�n����� c� �

f����

�f �
���
�

This is well within the range of the unperturbed saddle point integral which is given by the
boundary points �e�i� � where � � n�
�� Therefore� we can conclude in the usual way that

hn�t� �
�

��

Z ��

��
F ��ei
� eit�

p
n�m�ne�ni
 d� �� �O�n�����������

where the error term is in fact exponentially small
Now� the analysis can be performed in the small interval ������� by means of local expansions

of the integrand� themselves attainable from the main approximation ���� For estimates up
to relative O�n����� error terms� it su�ces to use the quadratic approximation part of ����� so
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that

hn�t� �
�

��

Z ��

��
f
��e

i
�m�nA��ei
�m�ne�ni
 d� �� � O�n�����������

where

A�z� � � � i
tp
n

f��z�

f
�z�
� t�

�

f��z� � f��z�

f
�z�
�

From this point on� the computations are routine but particularly tedious� so that we only
sketch them It su�ces to expand �m� n� logA��ei
� with respect to � up to quadratic terms
again� then set � � w�

p
n� and extend the integration bounds to ������� The integral is

thereby reduced asymptotically to a formZ ��

��
exp�a
 � ia�w � a�w

���� dw �

r
��

a�
exp

�
a
 � a��

�a�

�
�����

that is evaluated by completing the square Once more the support of a computer algebra
system like Maple is especially welcome� and one �nds �some details omitted��

a	 � � log
f	���

�
n�

i�tf����

f	���
n
��� � �t�

�

�
f���� � f����

f	���
� f����

�

f	����

�
�O�n�����

a� �

�
�f �	���

f	���
� �

�
n�

it��

f	����
�f	���f

�

����� f
�

	���f�����n
��� �O���

a� �
��

�

�f �	���
� � �f ��	 ���f	���� f	���f

�

	���

f	����
n�O�n����

����

with � � ��� � �
All reductions done �!�� we obtain from Equations ���� and ���� the asymptotic estimate

hn�t�

hn���
� exp

�
i
n

t�np
n
� t���n

�n

�
�� �O�n�����������

where use is made of the asymptotic forms of 
n and �n
We observe in passing �see also the comments below� that the asymptotic form of moments

derives systematically from the basic saddle point method and that the expressions can be all
obtained directly in terms of fr and their derivatives evaluated at � For instance�


n � �m� n�

R
f
�z�

m�n��f��z�z�n�� dzR
f
�z�m�nz�n�� dz

� �n
f����

f
���
�

and so on
The �nal estimate ���� after renormalization according to ���� then yields the convergence

of characteristic functions ���� This completes the proof of the Gaussian limit law

The saddle point method has been used in a technically di erent context by Pittel ���� who
showed that the size of the largest cluster �hence� also the maximum displacement� in a sparse
linear probing table only grows logarithmically� on average and in probability The process used
in the proof of the last theorem is in fact very general and we encapsulate it into a statement

Corollary �� A Gaussian limit law holds for the coe�cients of any �large power	�

�zn�G�z� q��n� � � ��

provided the following conditions hold


�C�� G�z� q� �
P

n gn�q�z
n has nonnegative coe�cients and deg gn�q� � O�n� for some integer

��
�C�� G�z� �� is analytic in jzj � r� G��� �� 
� �� G�z��� �� 
� ��
�C�� G�z�r� ���G�r� �� � ��
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Proof� �Sketch� Condition �C�� ensures analyticity of partial derivatives and smooth pertur�
bation� �C�� ensures existence of the basic saddle point� �C�� ensures unicity of this saddle
point It can be recognized that these are the only conditions used in the proof of Theorem ��
when one de�nes abstractly the functions fr by U �rqG and the saddle point � by the equation
��f �
���� f
��� � �

Given its mild analytic conditions� Corollary � applies to a diversity of situations where large
random assemblies of labelled or unlabelled combinatorial objects are involved In the case of
linear probing hashing� it immediately implies that the number of clusters of some �xed size p
has a distribution that is asymptotically Gaussian with mean and variance that are both O�n�

� Conclusion

The analysis of sparse tables �Section �� is a by�product of the treatment of full tables
�Section �� that do constitute the primary combinatorial objects� so that we discuss them in
more depth here The Airy distribution and its companion moment formul& turn out to be
part of a ring of problems treated often independently by a variety of methods and authors A
brief census of �Airy phenomena� in combinatorial applications then reveals �ve main ranges
of problems that we now list

�P�� Construction cost in linear probing hashing This is the context of Section � and the
analysis applies almost verbatim to total displacement in parking sequences

�P�� Number of inversions in trees� An inversion in a rooted labelled tree is a pair �i� j� such
that i is on the path from the root to j and i � j Exact generating functions have been
�rst found by Mallows and Riordan ���� in the case of �Cayley� trees and other families
of trees are considered in ���

�Q� Connectivity in graphs� A major problem in graphical enumeration and random graph
theory ��� ��� is the determination of the number ��n� k� of connected graphs with n
vertices and k edges The basic problem was �rst solved by Wright in a famous series
of papers ���� ��� ��� Wright�s solution involves a quadratic recurrent sequence that�
after normalization� is the same as that of Section �� so that the Airy constants make an
appearance

�R�� Area of excursions� By an excursion is meant a random walk that is never negative� and
has initial and �nal altitudes both equal to �� area is de�ned as the sum of altitudes of
all nodes The simplest type is the Bernoulli excursion de�ned by �� steps �also called
gambler�s ruin sequence�� Louchard ���� ��� established that the area of the Bernoulli
excursion is asymptotically Airy distributed Louchard�s results are also related to other
contemporary works from the early �����s dealing with Brownian motion ���� ��� where
Airy functions also crop up explicitly

�R�� Path length in trees� The path length of a tree is the sum of the distances of all nodes
to the root of the tree In a series of papers� Tak
acs ���� ��� has established limit Airy
distribution results for various families of trees including Cayley trees and Catalan trees
as special cases� while rederiving independently in ���� ��� some of the results of Louchard

Regarding methods� our Theorem � establishes directly the Airy law for �P�� by a recursive
determination of moments A similar process has been employed by Louchard and Takacs for
�R�� and �R�� The underlying combinatorial decompositions are however quite di erent For
�P��� one may regard the Airy law 	via the quadratic recurrence or the Riccati equation	
as a re�ection of the basic binary tree�like decomposition of linear probing tables� while other
decompositions prevail for �R�� and �R�� Problem �P��� as far as we know� has not been
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�P�� �P�� �Q� �R�� �R��

Linear Probing �� Tree inversions �� Graphs �� Excursion area �� Tree pathlength

PPPPPPPPPPPPq

�
�
�
�R �

�
�

�
��

�������������
Airy functions

Figure �� Five problems resorting to the �Airy phenomenon��
�P�� P�� R�� R�� lead to the Airy distribution while �Q� involves the Airy coef�
�cients

previously considered under the angle of asymptotics and limit distributions� but it appears
eventually to be an essential element in the combinatorial picture �see below�

The enumeration of connected graphs �Q� has a di erent status� since combinatorial enu�
merations rather than limit distributions are involved Wright�s major result states that

��n� n� k� �
p
������k����k

"���k��� � ��
nn���k������

for a family of constants �k A direct comparison between our basic recurrence of ���� and ����
shows that

�k �
�

��k � ��!
#k���

where the #r are the Airy coe�cients of Section �
Thus� three limit distribution problems� namely �P�� R�� R��� have been found previously to

lead to Airy laws� while structural constants of the Airy type are seen to appear in the graph
connectivity problem �Q� This suggests a closer look at combinatorial relations between these
problems

�P� � P��� The fundamental recurrence of Section � in relation to �P�� is indeed identical to
the recurrence of ���� that models �P�� Thus� the two problems must be combinatorially
isomorphic This fact has been noted by Knuth ����� following Kreweras ���� Knuth also
evokes in ���� the alternative of a direct and exact combinatorial correspondence based
on ���� Ex ������ An immediate consequence of the present work in conjunction with
the observations of Kreweras and Knuth is then� the number of inversions in a random

Cayley trees is asymptotically Airy distributed�

�P� �Q�� An exact correspondence between inversions in trees and connectivity in graphs
seems to have been �rst detected around the turn of the �����s by several authors Gessel
and Wang ���� have an especially elegant formulation in terms of depth �rst search� where
this mode of graph traversal leads precisely to a tree augmented by return edges that
form inversions

�Q�R��� This thread is due to Spencer ���� who noted that breadth��rst search of a random
connected graph has a �trace� that is a random excursion of the so�called Poisson type
�Depth��rst search in the style of ���� is an alternative for this correspondence� Under
Spencer�s correspondence� area under the Poisson excursion relates in exact terms to
�excess� of the original graph
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�R� �R��� There are many known similarities between random walks and random trees
One of the most classical combinatorial correspondences relates bijectively Bernoulli ex�
cursions and general Catalan trees �see� e�g�� ���� ���� Under this correspondence� area
of an excursion transforms into path length of the associated tree

These various relations� in a way �explain� the common occurrence of the Airy distribution
in �P�� P�� R�� R�� as well as the r�ole of the Airy coe�cients in problem �Q� They also point to
an alternative and more combinatorial deduction of the Airy law based on the following steps� �i�
the exact equivalence between linear probing to inversions in trees by �P� � P��� �ii� the exact
equivalence between tree inversions and graph connectivity �P� � Q� by depth �rst search�
�iii� the exact reduction to Poisson walks �Q�R�� by Spencer�s principle� �iv� the reduction to
Louchard�s derivation of the Airy law through an appeal to universality of Brownian motion
Our derivation of Section � o ers instead a self�contained approach to the problem

Postscript� Apart from this conclusion section� the technical developments of our paper are
otherwise independent of the recent preprint of Knuth ���� Knuth has been kind enough to
share numerous informations regarding ����� and this sheds additional light on the structure of
the generating functions that appear in Sections � and � A major consequence of ���� is that
the fundamental di erence�di erential equation admits of a closed form solution This can be
checked by direct comparison with ���� or ���� �Alternatively� the combinatorial correspon�
dences mentioned above could be used� As a result� the bivariate generating function F �z� q�
happens to have an explicit expression�

F �z� q� � �q � ��
�

�z
log


� �

�X
n��

qn�n�����
zn�q � ���n

n!

�

�

�X
n�


qn�n�����
zn�q � ���n

n!
�X
n�


qn�n�����
zn�q � ���n

n!

����

These forms are recognizable variants of the bivariate generating functions of graphs�

F �z� q � �� �
X
n�t

��n� n� t� ��qt
zn��

�n� ��!
�

and Knuth�s analysis precisely starts from this relation
Notice that ���� does not trivialize our moment computations� since it is already far from

clear� given ����� that the tree functions should be involved The manipulation of q�series
expansions like ���� is in fact particularly delicate� as attested by the �Giant component�
paper ���� on which ���� relies

The exact correspondence with graph connectivity is at any rate neatly exposed by the equa�
tion ���� Unpublished work by Flajolet and Salvy ������ inspired by Prellberg ���� indicates
that moments can in fact be extracted from such a q�series expansion by a method of coalescent
saddle points ���� that is well known to lead to Airy functions We thus �nd yet another �rea�
son� for the Airy phenomena observed here� a law of the Airy type may be expected whenever
there occurs a coalescence of two neighbouring saddle points �a so�called �monkey saddle�� in
a Cauchy coe�cient integral

�Exchanges with Joel Spencer in ����� while ���� was being developed� have been at the origin of our interest
in Airy phenomena� Private communications with Knuth have then greatly helped us to complete the picture
o�ered in this Section� See �		� for an insightful perspective�
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